Find focus
Whether it is a project that you are passionate about, revising for an exam or perfecting
a technique for a procedure. Find something in your day job to focus on. Not only will it
make you better and improve your CV, but there is an enormous sense of satisfaction
from task completion. I appreciate this may be hard in the busy jobs but be strict with
yourself and stick to it. As we have to be committed to our jobs, our jobs have a
commitment to us to make us better doctors.

Learn one new thing everyday
As you come across the unfamiliar, instead of panicking that you don’t know, write it
down and read it later. It takes very little time to learn a micro topic and even if you’ve
had a terrible day, at least you’ll have something to show for it.

Learn from your mistakes
on people know that by looking at what we did wrong we can prevent ourselves or
Most
other from repeating it. In medicine there is a pressure to be perfect. Very few of us are,
we are all human and humans make mistakes. I think some lip service is paid to ‘no
blame culture’ but in reality it is very taboo for junior doctors to admit they have done
something wrong. Even admitting to yourself that ‘I messed up here’ is often the
hardest thing but if you can adopt a personal ‘no blame culture’, not beat yourself up
about it and use it to look at how you can avoid doing it again, you are already making a
positive change. Also, don’t sweat the small stu .

You are not a square pu

The feeling of not being liked is hard to handle, even the thickest skin will not always
protect you. It is useful to know our faults and annoying habits so we can be better
colleagues, friends and even spouses but they shouldn’t de ne you. If you can keep
perspective and think of all the people who love you and all your best traits, shouldering
the negatives won’t seem so bad. We are all di erent and that’s ok.

Be kind
It’s actually really easy to be kind. In medicine we are terrible at being kind to each
other for some reason. If I’m honest, maybe I haven’t always been that kind and I am
sorry for that. No-one is ever trying to be bad at their jobs or deliberately trying to
annoy you. Most people are trying their best to do what they think is the right thing for
their patient. Treat your peers and juniors like you would have wanted to be treated not
how you were treated, break the cycle. Hold each other up and be better together.
Give credit and say thank you. Even count to 50 if you have to.

Laugh
For me, this was the one thing that came easiest and was probably the most important.
If you think about it there is a lot of humour in this job. Who would have thought that
you would spend a signi cant proportion of your professional life discussing types of
bowel content? People are really funny and they say bloody funny stu so enjoy it.
Doesn’t make you any less professional, might put the patient at ease, improves
relationships with colleagues and makes you feel good.

Person rst, doctor second
Live to work, work to live - we are all di erent as to how we view that. What matters is
that you nd the right balance for yourself. However, I’m pretty sure nobody ever lay on
their deathbed and said that they wished they’d worked more.
As much as it important to be committed to our jobs and to go the extra mile when
needed, it is more important to be committed to ourselves.
Being happy is surely the goal, and while professional success can contribute, it
shouldn’t be the dominating factor. Have outside interests, mess around, spend time
with your loved ones and let them know they are special. You only have to watch the
news or look around an emergency department to see the fragility of life, so take your
happiness seriously and do everything you can to maximise it.
I suppose the conclusion of this list was my way of ghting the demons that were
making me feel like I couldn’t carry on in my job. I thind t rend te nsayred layyo

don’t settle, nd your happy place. It might take some time nd but it’s there.
We all have many strengths and the united goal that we do want to help people, we
wouldn’t be doing this if we didn’t. I have learnt not to worry so much about how my
performance is perceived by others but how I honestly think I’m doing. That doesn’t
mean ignoring all feedback and ploughing on regardless but I want to be myself. I don’t
want to change my personality to t my job, I want to enjoy my job and feel like I t
within it.
Most of all, I want to be an enthusiast.
Lukewarm is no good.

Useful Resources
Employee Assistance Program
Doctor’s Health Advisory Service
Beyond Blue Doctors Mental Health Program
Lifeline
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